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Intro to Levi Wand
Lady Aetheria
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FREE!

Advanced Levi Wand
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Pure Invention 
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Contact Juggling 
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Marvin Ong

Contact Club 
Marvin Ong
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Intro to Poi Juggling
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Dance Your Poi Off
Grant Baker

4 Ball Messyplexes
Dianne

Staff Tosses/Juggling
Spades

1:30pm

2 Fans 1 Hand
Memory Elena2:45pm Coinflips Around 

Your Head- Soft Bun
Beyond the Cascade

Richard Hartnell
Poi Hybrids

Kevin Throws Things

Hug Life
Spades

4pm Intro to HoopDance 
Casandra!

Playing with a Hat
Kevin Throws Things

Spin All the Poi
Grant BakerFREE!

FREE! Flow Jam!5pm

SO CAL FLOW FEST
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Saturday November 2 @ 11am
Area 1- Radically Poipendicular:  Right Angle Stacking with Poi- Grant Baker
Tut, with poi!  Learn a delightfully modular framework for shifting corners around that will leave your head think-
ing inside the box.  This intermediate level class will teach you to square the circle and set you up to explore further 
on your own.  Knowing how to perform an isolated pendulum will help with this class, but is not necessary. 

Area 2- Intro to Double Hoops- Soft Bun 
This workshop is designed to help beginner double hoopers explore easy to learn but visually complex twin hoop 
moves. We will begin by establishing an understanding of double hoop placement in relation to the wall plane 
and learn a basic sequence combining isolations, drops, and extensions. We will then familiarize ourselves with 
the different directions and timing of each hand motion such as forward/reverse direction and together/opposite 
timing in the wheel plane. Lastly, we will learn instantly gratifying double hoop tricks such as wrist wraps and 
body locks.

Area 3- Let’s throw hats- Kevin Throws Things 
Skill level: intermediate Tool: 3 juggling hats Pre req: basic cascade juggle will help, but not necessary
This class will go over the correct way to toss and catch hats. Students learn the correct way to keep the crown of 
the hat on the outside making the cascade aesthetically pleasing. We will go over the correct grip for two in one 
hand and how to correctly start with one hat in each hand and one hat on your head. In addition we will learn 
different site swap patters with take outs and placements. 

Area 4- Fan Tech Footwork- Memory Elena
Combining technical fan manips with footwork patterns and a focus on dance integration. Appropriate for all 
levels. A few extra sets of fans will be available.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2
11am

AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3
Intro to Double Hoops

Soft Bun
Let’s Throw Hats!

Kevin Throws Things
Fan Tech Footwork

Memory Elena
Right Angle Stacks

Grant Baker

12:15pm

AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3

Intro to Staff Fishtails
Richard Hartnell

3 Ball Mills Mess  
Variations - Dianne

Pattern Spinning
Cassaundra

Intro to Levi Wand
Lady Aetheria

Saturday November 2 @ 12:15pm
Area 1- Pattern Spinning- Cassaundra
Timing and direction (Intro VTG), inspins and antispins, pendulums and triquetras, intro to hybrid patterns.
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Saturday November 2 @ 12:15pm
Area 2- Intro to Staff Fishtails- Richard Hartnell
Fishtails are an awesome and deeply satisfying trick and a fundamental technique for any contact staff performer. 
They’ve got a rough learning curve, but with a little bit of work you’ll be on the path to having a beautiful, hands-
free method of contact staff. We’ll start by learning reverse and forward fishtails with both hands and can move on 
to double fishtails if there’s interest.

Area 3- 3 Balls Mills Mess Variations- Dianne
**LET’S GET MESSY** Literally we’re doing a whole slew of variations building on the 3 ball Mills Mess pattern. 
We’ll discuss basic mutations, including catch and throw adjustments, timing, and time reversing. We’ll talk relat-
ed patterns and analogs. And then we’ll get into some more juicy stuff - those Messy Windmills, Messy Showers, 
Frostbite and Peruvian Messes. Yum. 

Area 4- Intro to Levi Wand- Lady Aetheria
This class is for brand new wanders, we will cover the basics, of movement, history of Levi, clothing, different fin-
ger loops etc.

Saturday November 2 @ 1:30pm
Area 1- Secrets of the 8-Step Stall Chase- Grant Baker
Ready to take your stall chasers to the next level?  This class will focus on unlocking the 8 step stall chase, a frame-
work that adds an incredible level of connectivity to and boosts the innovative potential of the humble stall chaser, 
in addition to being a technically dazzling trick in its own right.  This trick is both wide and deep...This is an inter-
mediate to advanced class and it is recommended to be comfortable with vertical and horizontal poi stalls to get 
the most out of this class.  

Area 2- Perks of Being a Wall Plane Flower- Soft Bun
Stand out with your flowery hoop tech! We will begin by establishing an understanding of the wall plane in terms 
of single/double hooping and explore unique ways to navigate the 3x3 grid pattern. We will learn the 4 petal antis-
pin flower as a foundational trick and build onto the move by adding turns. As a continuation we will learn hybrid 
wall plane tricks that combine the 4 petal antispin with an extension, twisted 4 petal antispin vs smear, and goddess 
machine flower. 

12:15pm

AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3

Intro to Staff Fishtails
Richard Hartnell

3 Ball Mills Mess  
Variations - Dianne

Pattern Spinning
Cassaundra

Intro to Levi Wand
Lady Aetheria

Fan Tosses
Memory Elena

AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3
Wall Plane Flowers

Soft Bun
Intro to Club Manips

Marvin Ong
8 Step Stall Chase

Grant Baker
1:30pm

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2
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Saturday November 2 @ 1:30pm
Area 3- Intro to Club Maniplulations- Marvin Ong

Area 4- Fan Tosses- Memory Elena
Learn to throw your fans! We’ll cover grip and technique, hand-facings, direction and rotation, different planes, 
release and catch points, aesthetics and sequencing. Please bring fans that you won’t mind dropping repeatedly - 
some extras will be available.

Saturday November 2 @ 2:45pm FREE WORKSHOPS
Area 1- Intro to Contact Poi
-How to cradle a poi and your body posture that goes with it.
-Basic contact to advanced contact roll (tosses to rolls, catching ball into cradle into rolls, ball spinning to rolls)
-Drills to build up the muscle memory to build two poi contact combos (in wheel and wall plane)
-Different throws around your body into rolls
-Contact hybrids: contact rolla with one hand with a throw, pattern, etc. in the other hand
-Catching your poi head in cradle before starting contact rolls.

Area 2- Basic Contact Staff- Spades
Come learn how to spin a staff without gripping it with your hand!  
Welcome to the MAGICAL WORLD OF CONTACT STAFF!!  We will be starting from the basics and working 
our way up the ladder to cover any contact staff move you want to learn! Class will be divided based on skill level 
and participants will be encouraged to move between groups to challenge themselves and help each other learn!  
All skill levels welcome!

Area 3- Intro to Juggling 3 Balls- Dianne
Ooh, yes! Come and learn the beautiful art of handling more objects than you have hands! 
In this workshop we will explore and learn the basics of ball juggling. Our class will focus on the 3 ball cascade, but 
we will also create a strong foundation for learning countless other tricks. 

Fan Tosses
Memory Elena

AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3
Wall Plane Flowers

Soft Bun
Intro to Club Manips

Marvin Ong
8 Step Stall Chase

Grant Baker
1:30pm

Neuroscience of Flow
Richard Hartnell

2:45pm
AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3

Basic Contact Staff
Spades

Intro to Juggling 
3 Balls- Dianne

Making Contact to Poi
CassaundraFREE!
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Sunday November 3 @ 11am 
Area 1-Dance Your Poi Off- Grant Baker
This hoop class will focus on roll variations that follow the lines of the body straight up! We will explore vertical 
contact rolls and vertical breaks from traditional contact rolls.

Area 2- Prop Non-conforming Yoga- Dianne
Ahh, it’s time to put down your Prop-ternal differences and share some common ground! Leave that discussion 
about the Hierarchy of Manipulation at your tent, and bring your deserving body for some well-earned and deli-
cious yoga.  The breathwork, postures and structure presented in this class are chosen with intention to soothe and 
reset the workshop-centered mind, while increasing the energetic vibration and confidence that will be collectively 
channeled through our flow. 

Area 3- Intro to Club Swinging- Marvin Ong

Area 4- Intermediate Levi-Wand- Lady Aetheria
Intro to contact levi, we will go over the basics for Contact Levi, perches, tic-tocs, wrist wraps, stalls, conveyor belts 
and if there is time some more advanced moves.   

Sunday November 3 @ 12:15pm 
Area 1-Ball on String Juggling- Cassaundra
-Posture for juggling, using pendulums or spins to keep a cascade going, wheel plane cascade, grips and timing,
and multiple wheel and wall plane turns for advanced students.

11am

AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3

Prop Non-Conforming 
Yoga - Dianne

Intro to Club Swinging 
Marvin Ong

Intermediate Levi 
Wand- Lady Aetheria

Dance Your Poi Off
Grant Baker

AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3

12:15pm Breath Flow Theory
Soft Bun

Contact Juggling 
Richard Hartnell

Intro to Poi Juggling
Cassaundra

Staff Tosses/Juggling
Spades

Area 4- Neuroscience of Flow- Richard Hartnell
What is the flow state, really? How does learning work? What is muscle memory? How do mystical experiences 
happen? Is consciousness real? What’s the best way to practice? What is the cosmic significance of the circle... and 
the circus?
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Sunday November 3 @ 12:15pm
Area 2- Breath of Hoop: Flow Theory- Soft Bun
This workshop takes a fundamental human function---breathing and applies it to creating our own individual 
hoop flow. When examined closely, breathing is the act of expanding and contracting. We will go over hoop tricks 
and movements that correspond to the motions of expanding and contracting and construct sequences that alter-
nates between the two motions. (For example, expanding movements include extending the hoop and contracting 
movements involves keeping the hoop close to your body, etc.) This activity will give us the opportunity to think 
big and small physically, emotionally, and spatially which adds dynamic and visually pleasing elements to our 
hoop flow. Students will then have the opportunity to come up with their own combination of movements as a 
group or individually within a certain time frame/beat count and share with the class if they choose to. 

Area 3- Contact Juggling- Richard Hartnell
A survey of most/all the basic and intermediate techniques in contact juggling. How to shave six months off the 
beginning of your journey by identifying the bad habits that make everybody plateau and suck forever.

Area 4- Staff Tosses and Juggling- Spades
Learn how to throw sticks in the air with style!  We will start with basic concepts and staff tosses for you to incor-
porate into your single or double staff spinning flow.  The class will progress into fancy toss variations and conclude 
with several staff juggling patterns. All skill levels welcome!
(several sets of staffs will be provided, but please bring your own if possible)

Sunday November 3 @ 1:30pm
Area 1-4 Ball Messyplexes- Dianne
*Intermediate*  Prerequisite: 3 ball Mills Mess, but definitely bring 4 balls
Get ready for one of the most therapeutic tricks - the 4 ball Messyplex series! You do NOT have to have 4 ball mills 
for this. You need only have the regular 3 ball mills mess. 
Come learn some beautiful and kooky [43]23 variations! 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3
AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3

12:15pm Breath Flow Theory
Soft Bun

Contact Juggling 
Richard Hartnell

Intro to Poi Juggling
Cassaundra

Staff Tosses/Juggling
Spades

AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3

Advanced Levi Wand
Lady Aetheria

Pure Invention 
Casandra!

Contact Club 
Marvin Ong

4 Ball Messyplexes
Dianne

1:30pm
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AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3

Advanced Levi Wand
Lady Aetheria

Pure Invention 
Casandra!

Contact Club 
Marvin Ong

4 Ball Messyplexes
Dianne

1:30pm

Sunday November 3 @ 1:30pm
Area 2- Pure Invention- Casandra!
Step into the laboratory, open the toolbox, crank up the machine: this workshop is all about pushing past the 
boundaries of the mundane.  We will play with transitions, drills and techniques to open up your hoopdance flow, 
stitching together techniques from all across the map to bust you right out of any rut or plateau.  My absolute fa-
vorite thing about flow arts is breaking ground on entirely new moves, so I’ll also be sharing my favorite techniques 
for invention. 

Area 3- Contact Club- Marvin Ong

Area 4- Advanced Levi Wand- Lady Aetheria
Dance and Partner Work with the levi wand,  We will explore movement, as well as some partner dancing connec-
tions that you can do with levi.

Sunday November 3 @ 2:45pm
Area 1- Poi Hybrids- Kevin Throws Things
Skill level: intermediate Tool: 2 poi
In this class students will go beyond the basics on of poi spinning. It teaches how to move each hand in different 
ways than the other. This allows students to express more movement in their spinning and create unique patterns. 
Concepts will build off each other going from extension, static spin, in-spin, anti-spin, and flower variations.

Area 2- Coinflips Around Your Head- Soft Bun
This workshop builds up to performing a one handed coinflip around your head, a visually beautiful and technical 
trick to add to your flow repertoire. We will begin by learning the basis of the coinflip by exploring pathways that 
the hoop moves around the head and the motion that the hoop will follow. Tricks we would learn include: coinflip 
around the head forward & backward, coinflip smear, and double coinflip smear. Each trick is broken down into 
detailed steps and students will be instructed each step of the way.

AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3
2 Fans 1 Hand
Memory Elena2:45pm Coinflips Around 

Your Head- Soft Bun
Beyond the Cascade

Richard Hartnell
Poi Hybrids

Kevin Throws Things
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Sunday November 3 @ 2:45pm
Area 3- Juggling Beyond the Cascade- Richard Hartnell
Got three things? Want to know what to do besides “just juggle them?” This class is for you: a heap of tricks and 
patterns to introduce greater flexibility and flow to your juggling.

Area 4- 2 Fans, 1 Hand- Memory Elena
We’ll explore grip variations, transitions, contact possibilities, and juggling-inspired patterns. Building blocks for 
3- and 4-fan tech.

Sunday November 3 @ 4pm
Area 1- Spin All the Poi- Grant Baker
Numbers spinning! This workshop will build off the humble poi wedgie to get your brain buzzing with how to spin 
11+ (!!!) poi AT THE SAME TIME, in addition to other interesting poi wedgie tricks and combinations.  This is 
an all levels class.  Requisites:  knowing a few 2 poi in one hand tricks and basic poi juggling will help you get the 
most from this class, but are not strictly necessary.  Also, BRING ALL THE POI. 

Area 2- Intro to HoopDance- Casandra!
Spin, twirl and surprise yourself! No experience necessary! We will be spinning circles around our bodies, devel-
oping coordination and finding a space of play with the hula-hoop as a prop and dance partner!

Area 3- Playing with a Hat- Kevin Throws Things
This class starts with learning parts of a juggling hat and how to size a hat for you. Leading in to the basic grips of 
hat manipulation, various flips, tosses, rolls, and how your different body parts can help manipulate a hat. We will 
go over how to properly take a hat off your head and get it back on with style. 

Area 4- Hug Life- Spades
The Science and sociology of hugs, including a hug buffet!
Come experience dozens of fun and creative hugs while exploring the science and sociology beneath the practice 
of hugging in our culture and around the world.  Guaranteed to entertain and build friendships!

AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3
2 Fans 1 Hand
Memory Elena2:45pm Coinflips Around 

Your Head- Soft Bun
Beyond the Cascade

Richard Hartnell
Poi Hybrids

Kevin Throws Things

AREA 4AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3

Hug Life
Spades

4pm Intro to HoopDance 
Casandra!

Playing with a Hat
Kevin Throws Things

Spin All the Poi
Grant BakerFREE!
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BIG THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS!

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM @flowfests
TAG! You’re it! TAG US- #flowfests



FLOW FESTS FEATURED INSTRUCTOR 2019 Grant Baker became a devotee of 
poi manipulation after he saw his first split-time opposite antispin flower at a local 
burn in 2009. From then on he has been an obsessive innovator, instructor, and per-
former of poi. He has performed professionally with Unifire Theatre in and around 
the Southeast. In addition to performance he has been teaching poi at festivals up 
and down the eastern seaboard since 2012, spreading the joy of poi to newcomers 
and sharing his more advanced techniques with those looking to enhance their art. 
He has become known throughout the poi community as a smart and fun spinner 
with a unique, interesting style encompassing a broad range of techniques.

FLOW FESTS FEATURED INSTRUCTOR 2019 Richard Hartnell is a multi-disci-
plinary circus artist from the US west coast. He is best known as one of the world’s 
eminent practitioners of “contact juggling.”  Co-founder of the blossoming Bell-
ingham Circus Guild, Richard dove full-time into the circus arts in 2009 when he 
relocated to a cluster of live-in circus studios in Oakland, California -- the seat of 
North American fire dancing at the time. From there, he worked both solo and with 
several troupes while embarking on tours across twelve countries.  He has joyously 
shared stages and green rooms with artists such as Bassnectar, Michael Moschen, 
Viktor Kee, Beats Antique, Static-X, Tom Noddy, the Flying Karamazov Brothers, 
MarchFourth Marching Band, and more.

FLOW FESTS FEATURED INSTRUCTOR 2019 Spades is a graceful ninja capa-
ble of astounding feats of balance. He specializes in contact staff and juggling, but 
explores all props combined with theatrics and movement.  Spades is based out of 
Portland, Oregon, but has taught workshops and performed around the world since 
2007.

SoCal Flow Fest 2019 Instructor Cassaundra:
Her life is a creative expression that takes on many forms. Cassaundra Smyth has 
been using movement arts to express herself many years. With 15 years of practice 
in different styles of dance, she has been infusing it into her 10 years of practice of 
object manipulation to create different visual experiences using the body and props.

FLOW FESTS FEATURED INSTRUCTOR 2019 Lady Aetheria- Aetheria has been 
in the flow arts community since 2012 and before she picked up a prop she was 
photographer for a local fire troupe. Aetheria is a performer and instructor, that 
loves to share knowledge and tell stories with her stage shows. She is one of the Or-
ganizers for Pacific Fire Gathering, and NWFF, as well as an FAI safety instructor. 
Aetheria has performed across the country and hopes that her acts inspire people 
to find their passion.



SoCal Flow Fest 2019 Instructor Marvin Ong 
Marvin Ong, or “Grand Master Ong,” as he’s affectionately known in the Flow and 
Juggling scene, was born and raised in Malaysia before relocating to the U.S, spe-
cifically Los Angeles, California.  Marvin has been playing with props for over nine 
years.  Marvin’s core motivation in continuing his interactions within the Flow Arts 
community has been his ability to share the concepts and pass along the things 
others have taught him as well as the simple joy of idea sharing with another hu-
man being while simultaneously seeing and creating bonds. This is a big part of the 
reason why his project “Master Ong’s Prop Shop” aka MOPS has an annual flow and 
juggling festival called “MANIPULATION.” It’s a time when we gather to share in 
our humanity and continue to learn and grow for one another.

SoCal Flow Fest 2019 Instructor Memory Elena has been performing and teaching 
the flow arts in the SF Bay Area for 15 years. In addition to private and group work-
shops, she has been a staple at west coast festivals such as FireDrums and Pacific 
Fire Gathering since the beginning, and co-wrote the Fan Evolution instructional 
DVD. She excels in differentiating instruction for students to meet them where they 
are, and shares in their excitement and satisfaction as they nail a new movement 
concept.

SoCal Flow Fest 2019 Instructor Dianne- “Greetings, ladles and gentlespoons! It is 
I, your friendly foresty neighborhood Dianne!  My home is in Southern California, 
where I teach yoga, climb rocks, play the cello, and work as an EMT. Learning new 
things is the strongest passion in my life, and I truly love the art of skill-sharing with 
others.  I have taught yoga for the better part of ten years,  annnnd there is a fiery 
passion for juggling right there in my bones, one that is only matched by my also-fi-
ery passion for getting others to juggle with me! The act of juggling bridges the gap 
between social differences, and is one of the most effective ways to co-create tempo-
rary art. It’s basically love. You like love, right? I’m very excited to share with you <3”

SoCal Flow Fest 2019 Instructor Soft Bun is a Southern California based perfor-
mance artist and teacher specializing in theatrical dance, fire arts, and expressive 
movement through hula hoops. She has been honing her craft for four years and has 
lead hoop classes centered around double hoops in her local flow community. She 
has also shared her skills at transformational festivals such as Universal Flow Gath-
ering, Lucidity, and Desert Hearts festival. Through her art, she seeks to translate 
universal human characteristics including innocence, melancholy, and wonder into 
transcending movement. 

Texas Flow Fest 2019 Instructors Mr. & Mrs. Daddy
Mr. and Mrs. Daddy (aka Juli Hoop and Chesthair Extraordinar) have been drop-
ping props for 8 years now.  There love for each other and their props as lead them 
to exploring the world of partner flow. Coming to a city near you!

https://m.facebook.com/Pyrotexfirecollective/
https://www.facebook.com/JuliHoopPerformanceArtATX/
https://www.facebook.com/Chesthair-Extraordinaire-1485054731791695/




